
# Value Rank Letter Description Background Description

1 Common 0 Black or White Normal

2 Common - 1st Edition 1 Black or White Normal

3 Common - Short Print 1 Black or White Normal

4 Duelist League 2 or 3 Black, White, Silver or Other Normal

5 Rare 2 Silver Normal

6 Promotional & Starfoil 3 or 4 Black, White or Silver Foil and/or Shiny

7 Super Rare 3 Silver Foil

8 Ultra Rare 4 Gold Foil

9 Secret Rare 5 Shiny Shiny

10 Secret Rare - 000 6 Gold Gold Border

11 Gold Plated 6 Gold Gold Border

# Quality Rank

1 Bad -2

2 Okay -1

3 Average 0

4 Near Mint 1

5 Mint 2

Miniscule - Single bent edge or a few minor scratches.

overall value of the card and what the card would be worth in an equivalent trade.

Yu-Gi-Oh Card Ranking System

Near brand new - Minor wear from usage.

Brand new - Fresh from an undamaged package.

How the system works!

        The system is a fairly easy method of accounting for the trade value of the card based two

factors.  The first factor is based on a card value system ranging from Common to Gold Plated.

Damage Level & Identification

Major - Massive wear, tear and fading.

Minor - Multiple bent edges or many minor scratched.

those who play Yu-Gi-Oh a fair way of trading evenly.  This system will hopefully ensure that the
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The second factor is based on the actual quality of the card, essentially the card's condition.  Once

        Let us suppose a player has a "Red-Eyes Darkness Dragon" issue number SD1-EN001 and it is

an Ultra Rare in Mint condition.  An Ultra Rare gets 4 points and Mint condition gets 2 points, a

total of 6 points.  With these 6 points a player can trade for a Gold Plated card of Average condition or

3 Rare cards of Average condition or between 3 or 6 Duelist League cards in Okay condition or so on…

both of the corresponding digits are determined, they are added together and the end result is the

average player who seeks to improve their deck or collection can do so without feeling as if they were

An example of the system!

ripped-off in some way.  While the system does have its limits, such as the lack of value on a Common

card of Average condition or less.  The chances are that if it is worth nothing sentimentally to a person,

you may be able to simply be given the card or pay an upwards of $0.25 per each 0 value or lesser

card.  If all else fails, ask the Tournament Organizer, Head Judge or Assistant Judge for advice.

Disclaimer!

        This system, while based loosely on the average value of cards, is simply a guide to provide


